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Powered by a generous tax credit for film production and a film-friendly

state government, Georgia has elbowed its way to the top tier of film

capitals by offering a wide variety of shooting locations from

mountains to shore to city streets.

It has also built an impressive infrastructure of film studios geared to all

production budgets. There are currently about 37 studio and film

production spaces in metro Atlanta and all of them are busy.

Craig Miller, who runs Craig Miller Productions Inc. and is chair of the

Georgia Film, Music and Digital Entertainment Advisory Commission,

just shot his first independent feature film after decades of producing

commercials and high-end corporate films.

“It was a long time coming but it was realization of something that

could never have happened if the film industry had not grown and

developed in the state of Georgia,” said Miller, who was among industry

experts slated to discuss film infrastructure development at Atlanta

Business Chronicle’s Business of Entertainment: Focus on Film event at

the Fox Theatre in Atlanta on Dec. 8.

The growth of filming has sparked a wide variety of economic activity from film and TV production vendors

such as lighting companies, caterers and lumber suppliers.

It has also created an influx of film professionals who are making the state their permanent residence.

“Certainly we are seeing a lot of producers and above-the-line people buying places in Georgia now,” said

Lee Thomas, deputy commissioner of the Georgia Department of Economic Development’s Film, Music &

Digital Entertainment office. “We have a lot of series going on here now. These are people who are putting

down roots. They have got their children in school here.”

With the creation of the Georgia Film Academy, which offers film production classes and programs on 10

campuses, a new crop of professionals is being prepared to fill jobs in the industry.

“It’s a great signal to the studios and the production companies that we really are invested in this business,”

said Thomas, who was slated to moderate the infrastructure panel on Dec. 8. “When we did the High Demand

Career Initiative, the first one that was industry-specific was for the film industry. It’s a way to fast-track

people into the industry and it really shows a support for the longevity of this industry.”
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Georgia has benefited from an explosion of new TV productions. Along with the traditional networks like
ABC, CBS, NBC and Fox, streaming services like Netflix, Amazon, Hulu and others are rushing to produce
original programming.

These shows have sparked fierce competition for studio sound stages, prop houses, craftspeople and actors.

“Right now it’s a reflection on demand,” said Thomas. “There is no other market that has had the kind of
investment we see in the film industry — especially this rapidly.”

In earlier years, most movie productions were shot on location or in warehouse space converted to sound
stages. The lack of high end, purpose-built studios limited the types of productions that could come to the
state.

When New York City-based EUE/Screen Gems Studios took over Atlanta’s Lakewood Fairgrounds in 2010, it
became the first major studio company to locate in Georgia. The 10-stage campus, located south of
downtown Atlanta, has hosted productions like “The Hunger Games: Mockingjay,” NBC’s “Satisfaction” and
ABC’s “Devious Maids.”

“Yes, there is a huge boom in the production,” said EUE/Screen Gems Executive Vice President Kris Bagwell.
“Not just because of the tax credit, but that’s the driving force. And it’s also (because Atlanta has) the biggest
airport in the world and you can shoot every kind of outdoor situation except for desert and arctic. You have
plains, mountains, beach, suburban, and urban.”

Studios like Screen Gems and Pinewood Atlanta Studios in Fayette County, which has become the center of
the Marvel film production universe, can handle big films, but they also command higher prices. Smaller
films, including many TV shows, are still using repurposed warehouse space such as Atlanta-based film and
television studio Mailing Avenue Stageworks. Founded by real estate investors Paul and John Raulet and Tyler
Edgarton, the company has two studio spaces in Atlanta and another in Conyers, where CW productions
such as “The Originals” and “The Vampire Diaries” are shot.

Unlike built-to-suit studios, the Raulet Property Partners strategy is to buy intown properties in
neighborhoods that could be revitalized in coming years, so if the film industry in Georgia ever dies off, they
would be able to convert their studio properties to other uses.

“We’re intown real estate investors, so we are coming from a long-term real estate play first, as well as the
stage component at the same time,” said Edgarton. “The Pinewood facility is one of the best in the world and
that’s why Marvel is leasing it, but there are plenty of other productions that don’t need all that infrastructure
and buildings and can’t afford it. So we’re targeting maybe a more medium or smaller budget film.”

The resurgence of the commercial real estate market also took away many of the old warehouse spaces used
by film companies. Landlords geared to signing tenants to 10- or 15-year leases, didn’t understand a film
company that sticks around for six to nine months.

“You don’t have a normal real estate cycle or model,” said Edgarton. “You’re really as much of a cash-flow
business as you are a real estate investment business.”

The large number of studios — both built and announced — has raised concerns of whether the supply of
movies and TV projects will be able to fill them. The state has seen an upsurge in productions, which in the
past faded away when costs rose.
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“There is not this over-development of infrastructure that’s happened in Georgia,” said Miller. “What has
happened is we met the growing demand for productions that are coming or being developed in Georgia to
be produced.”

While the industry has grown and created a more or less permanent infrastructure of studios and support
companies, keeping the film projects coming is still largely dependent on the state’s tax credit. Without it
many of these projects would migrate to other locations that still offer the incentives.

“The way the industry is right now, if we got rid of the incentive it would definitely put a big ding in the kinds
of business we could attract here,” said Thomas.

STUDIOS AND FILM PRODUCTION SPACES IN METRO ATLANTA

1175 Chattahoochee
1200 White Street
166 16th Street
2302 Marietta Blvd.
2500/2510 Lantrac Court
281 Veterans Highway
Action Production Studios
ATLiER Props Office Space
Atlanta Film Studios Paulding County
Atlanta Filmworks
Atlanta Filmworks Austell
support spaces
Atlanta Media Campus aka OFS
Atlanta Metro Studios
Basecamp ATL
Corey Center
Eagle Rock Studios
East Mountain Studios
East Point Studios
EUE Screen Gems
Falcon Field
Georgia Public Television
Grant Park Cold Storage Building (former Baskin Robins Bldg.)
Lake City Crossing Sound Stage
Logan Circle
Mailing Avenue Stageworks
Maple Drive Offices
North Atlanta Studios
PC & E
Pinewood Atlanta
Pinewood Atlanta Production Office Space
POP Films Stages
PropSource Offices/Warehouse
Raleigh/Riverwood
Savannah Film Factory
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Savannah Film Studios (SCAD-owned)

SFG Studios (Old Georgia Int’l Convention Center)

Starland Studios (Athens area)

Studio Space Atlanta

Third Rail Studios

Turner Studios

Upper Westside Filmworks

Valhalla Studios

Westside Stageworks

Westview Studios & Offices

Source: Georgia Film Office


